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ABSTRACT

Objectives: This study compares cancerogenesis risks posed by the 64 row detector and the 320 row detector computed tomography scanners used during coronary computed tomography angiography (CCTA) following decennial screening guidelines. Material and Methods: Data of the radiation absorbed after CCTA by lung, thyroid, and female breast in patients between 50 and 70 years of age obtained from prior published literature for the 64 row CT scanner were compared with data from our study using 320 row detector CT scanner. Data from the 64 row and the 320 row detector CT scanners was used to determine lifetime attributable risks (LAR) of cancer based on the biological effects of ionizing radiation (BEIR) VII report. Results: The relative reduction of LAR (%) for 50-, 60-, and 70-year-old patients undergoing scanning with the 320 row detector CT scanner was 30% lower for lung, and more than 50% lower for female breast when compared with results from 64 row detector CT scanner. The use of 320 row detector CT would result in a combined cumulative cancer incidence of less than 1/500 for breast in women and less than 1/1000 for lung in men; By comparison, this is much lower than other more common risk factors: 16-fold for lung cancer in persistent smokers, 2-fold for breast cancer with a first degree family member history of breast cancer, and 10-fold for thyroid cancer with a family member with thyroid cancer. Decennial screening would benefit at least 355,000 patients from sudden cardiac death each year, 94% of whom have significant coronary artery disease, with at least one stenosis >75%. LAR for thyroid cancer was negligible for both scanners. Conclusion: Lung and female breast LAR reductions with 320 row detector compared with 64 row detector CT are substantial, and the benefits would outweigh increased cancer risks with decennial screening in the age group of 50-70 years.
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INTRODUCTION

The assessment of a new medical procedure requires comprehensive evaluation of all conceivable benefits and risks. In the context of coronary computed tomography angiography (CCTA), measurements of the absorbed...
radiation dose using 64 row detector CT have been assessed and results previously published.\textsuperscript{[1‑4]} Despite publication of these earlier studies, radiation risk assessment including secondary cancer risks for CCTA screening guidelines is lacking.\textsuperscript{[3]} Deterministic radiation risk assessment is accomplished by comparing radiation dose measurements associated with CCTA with known threshold numbers, whereas stochastic risk assessment requires more sophisticated calculations that are generally derived from past epidemiological low dose radiation exposures published in the biological effects of ionizing radiation (BEIR) VII report.\textsuperscript{[6]} Stochastic risk assessments are therefore scarcer and are usually based on data of individual studies, which do not properly account for all available variables in equipment and techniques used in performing CCTA examinations.

We measured and recorded absorbed radiation dose in radiosensitive organs using standard CCTA protocols for 320 row detector CT. We employed MOSFET detectors to measure the radiation dose by placing these on and within an anthropomorphic phantom. The measured absorbed dose was then used to estimate cancerogenesis risks for several radiosensitive organs using stochastic risk assessment models published in the BEIR VII report. Those cancer risks were then compared with the natural cancerogenesis risk associated with more common risk factors. Finally, a scenario of US wide decennial coronary artery screening was assumed for the age group 50-70 years and cancerogenesis risk to radiosensitive organs was estimated based on the cumulative absorbed radiation dose associated with such screening. The estimated cumulative risk was then compared with the potential benefits of detecting clinically occult coronary artery disease within this hypothetically screened population to determine if risks of decennial screening would outweigh the benefits.

**MATERIALS AND METHODS**

**Absorbed radiation doses associated with CCTA**

We have already published a manuscript on radiation dose estimates and this data was used to estimate cancerogenesis risk assessments W1.\textsuperscript{[2]} Previous measurements had been performed with semiconductor field effect transistor detectors calibrated to match the primary beam quality of the CT scanner. Since the CT scanner had beam qualities in the range of 6.5-7.5 mmAl half value layer (HVL) at 120 kVp, the detectors were calibrated against a conventional radiographic unit at 118 kVp with beam quality of 7.15 mmAl HVL. This was done by adding 5.5 mm of aluminum to the faceplate of the collimator. The MOSFET detectors were then subjected to radiation doses of 1, 3, 10, and 30 mGy. Individual calibration factors were obtained for all detectors by fitting these four data points with the least-squares fit using XLGENLINE Software (Version 1.0), “Software for Generalized Least-Squares Fitting”. The conversion factors were then stored in the MOSFET software (mobile MOSFET” software version 2.0, Revision 7.0, Thomson-Nielsen) for immediate readout after each protocol had been performed. Direct calibration data entry using MOSFET’s built-in calibration capability was employed to accommodate multiple tube potential calibrations, the least-square fit method was selected to verify that a given set of calibration factors obtained at 118 kVp with beam quality of 7.15 mmAl HVL may be used for different tube potentials with reasonable accuracy (within 5%).

Calibrated MOSFET detectors were then used to measure absorbed radiation dose for thyroid, mid-breast, and mid-lung in an anthropomorphic phantom at 100, 120, and 135 kVp at two different heart rate (HR) settings of 60 and 75 beats per minute (bpm) with a scan field of view (S-FOV) of 320 mm, using 400 mA, 320 × 0.5 mm detectors/160 mm collimator width (160 mm range).\textsuperscript{[2]}

**Cancerogenesis risk estimation**

The lifetime attributable risk (LAR) based on absorbed radiation dose measurements of radiosensitive organs (lung, breast, and thyroid exposed to radiation) was adopted from BEIR VII report tabulation (Table 1 2D-1, page 311). To provide the most conservative cancerogenesis risk assessment as possible, absorbed radiation doses for calcium scoring and contrast enhanced CCTA were added for each study and included in our analysis. Data acquired with 120 kVp tube voltage were selected as being both the average and most frequently used maximum tube voltage used in clinical practice.

**Lifetime attributable risk estimation**

The LAR has been described in the BEIR VII report and is expressed by the formula: LAR (D, e) = Σ M (D, e, a) S (a)/S (e) with D being the absorbed dose (in the BEIR VII report set

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Author</th>
<th>* detector rows</th>
<th>Protocol</th>
<th>Breast dose</th>
<th>Lung dose</th>
<th>Thyroid dose</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Nikolic et al.</td>
<td>320</td>
<td>320 row detector, S-FOV of 320 mm, 400 mA, 65% to R wave default padding, 0.35 s rotation, 1.35 s total scanning time, 0.5 mm scan slice and 160 mm collimator width (160 mm range), half reconstruction, 175 ms time resolution, effective 140 mAs, 120 kVp, 60 beats per minute</td>
<td>33.9 mGy</td>
<td>29.45 mGy</td>
<td>1.09 mGy</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Protocol and absorbed organs dose measurements for 320 row detector scanner calculating \textsuperscript{[6]} cancerogenesis risk estimates
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as 0.1 Gy), ‘e’ is the exposed age of the patient, ‘a’ being the attained age, which is from e + L to 100 (L being the risk-free latent period that equals 5) accounting for remaining lifetime, S (a) being the probability of survival until age ‘a’, and S (e) being the probability of survival until age ‘e’.

The lifetime attributable cancer risk (LAR) based on absorbed radiation dose for a given organ for each age group of presumed decennial screening was calculated based on linear interpolation of a single time 0.1 Gy radiation exposure data as presented in the BEIR VII report. For instance, the average dose for coronary CTA to the lungs performed with a 320 detector row scanner was 29.45 mGy at 120 kVp and a HR of 60 bpm. From the BEIR VII report, the lung cancer incidence for 50-year-old women is 230 cases per 100,000. Thus, the LAR from a 29.45 mGy dose is \( \frac{29.45}{100} \times \frac{230}{100,000} \), or 0.07%. This risk estimation methodology has been described and reported as acceptable in prior literature.[4]

Additive lifetime attributable risk estimation for decennial generalized screening from age 50 to 70 years

For a hypothetical US nationwide generalized CCTA screening for coronary artery disease, the following assumptions were made: Screening would be performed decennially for each individual for the ages 50, 60, and 70 years. Consequently, LARs for female and male lung, female and male thyroid, and female breast were added for CCTAs for the age 50 (LAR_{50}), 60 (LAR_{60}), and 70 (LAR_{70}) to obtain the cumulative LAR for female and male lung, female and male thyroid, and female breast cancer, respectively, for such screening guidelines. For ages between 50-60 years and 60-70 years, linear interpolation of the BEIR VII data was used. Our approach is similar to the one used by Einstein et al., and can be utilized to determine different cumulative LARs.[4] The population size that would be subjected to such screening was assumed to be 18.8 million people and the annual incidence of occurrence of sudden cardiac death was assumed to be 355,000, 94% of whom have at least one stenosis >75%.[7]

RESULTS

We used the data from our previously published manuscript to calculate cancer risks from radiation.[2]

LAR calculations for radiosensitive organs for ages 50, 60, and 70 years in males and females are tabulated in [Table 2] and Figure 1a and b. Thyroid LAR is negligible for all ages and both genders regardless of which scanner is used. Among radiosensitive organs, all evaluated ages and both genders, LAR is otherwise lowest for female breast at age 70 (0.002%) and highest for female lung at age 50 (0.068%).

**Table 2: Lifetime attributable risk for cancer induction based on prior organ dose measurements**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Age at exposure (years)</th>
<th>Author Reported dose (mGy)</th>
<th>LAR</th>
<th>LAR in %</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Male lung</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50</td>
<td>Nikolic et al. 29.45</td>
<td>0.000297445</td>
<td>0.0297445</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>60</td>
<td>Nikolic et al. 29.45</td>
<td>0.000262105</td>
<td>0.0262105</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>70</td>
<td>Nikolic et al. 29.45</td>
<td>0.000191425</td>
<td>0.0191425</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Female lung</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50</td>
<td>Nikolic et al. 29.45</td>
<td>0.00067735</td>
<td>0.067735</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>60</td>
<td>Nikolic et al. 29.45</td>
<td>0.000591945</td>
<td>0.0591945</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>70</td>
<td>Nikolic et al. 29.45</td>
<td>0.000432915</td>
<td>0.0432915</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Female breast</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50</td>
<td>Nikolic et al. 22.8</td>
<td>0.0001596</td>
<td>0.01596</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>60</td>
<td>Nikolic et al. 22.8</td>
<td>0.00007068</td>
<td>0.007068</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>70</td>
<td>Nikolic et al. 22.8</td>
<td>0.00002736</td>
<td>0.002736</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Female thyroid</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50</td>
<td>Nikolic et al. 1.09</td>
<td>0.000000436</td>
<td>0.0000436</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>60</td>
<td>Nikolic et al. 1.09</td>
<td>0.000000109</td>
<td>0.0000109</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>70</td>
<td>Nikolic et al. 1.09</td>
<td>3.27E-08</td>
<td>0.0000327</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Male thyroid</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50</td>
<td>Nikolic et al. 1.09</td>
<td>0.000000436</td>
<td>0.0000436</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>60</td>
<td>Nikolic et al. 1.09</td>
<td>3.27E-08</td>
<td>0.0000327</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>70</td>
<td>Nikolic et al. 1.09</td>
<td>1.09E-08</td>
<td>0.0000109</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

LAR: Lifetime attributable risk

**Figure 1:** (a) Reduction in lifetime attributable risk (LAR) for breast cancer with 320 row CT vs. 64 row CT. (b) Reduction in lifetime attributable risk (LAR) for lung cancer with 320 row CT vs. 64 Slice CT.
Cumulative cancerogenesis risk calculation and cancer-specific mortality based on the BEIR VII report for men and women assuming decennial screening between ages 50 and 70 are shown in Table 3. These risks are likewise negligible for the thyroid gland for both genders. Cumulative cancerogenesis risk for the recommended CCTA screening assumption using the 320 row detector CT is 0.17% for the female lung and 0.026% for the female breast. Similarly, the cumulative cancerogenesis risk for CCTA screening assumption is 0.079% for male lung using the 320 row detector CT. By comparison, common risk factors, which increase cancer risks, are as follows: 16-fold for lung cancer in persistent smokers,[8] 2-fold for breast cancer with a first degree family member with history of breast cancer,[9] and 10-fold for thyroid cancer with family member with history of thyroid cancer.[10] By way of comparison, CCTA screening in a population assumed to be 18.8 million in size would prevent occurrence of sudden cardiac death in at least some of estimated 355,000 patients, 94% of which have at least one stenosis >75%.

DISCUSSION

In our study, we estimated cancerogenesis risks for a specific organ when using 320 row detector CT by measuring the amount of radiation absorbed by the organ using known methodologies. This is an improvement to earlier organ cancerogenesis estimates that solely relied on respective “in house” absorbed radiation dose measurements in association with CCTA and are therefore more anecdotal in nature. In several previously published studies, radiation absorbed dose was calculated based on the volume CT dose index (CTDIvol) and dose length product (DLP) as proposed by the European Working Group for Guidelines on Quality Criteria for Computed Tomography.[11–15] It should be noted that the CTDI is not meant to be used for dose calculations of individual patients, but rather as a quality assurance and an improvement tool that allows for dose comparisons for different types of CT scanners when the same protocol is applied, or for the same scanner if different protocols are evaluated. As such, it has no role in the calculation of absolute absorbed dose related to deterministic and stochastic risk assessment models.

In this study, we focused on absorbed radiation measurements of radiosensitive organs that are either directly within the CT radiation beam (lung, breast, and skin tissue) or exposed to nearby scattered radiation (thyroid gland). Only one study that had been previously performed with a 320 row detector CT could be included in this analysis. Yet, the stark differences of cancerogenesis risk reduction of >30% for the lung and >50% for the female breast for the 320 row detector CT compared with 64 row detector CT suggest that an epidemiologically meaningful impact is likely due to the padding effects and internal filtration improvements associated with the 320 row detector CT. These improvements can reduce the stochastic risk with future coronary artery screening, and may cause a paradigm shift when weighing risks and benefits of such a screening program. Specifically, the cancerogenesis estimates data that were calculated based on the 320 row detector CCTA would result in a combined cumulative cancer incidence of less than 1 in 500 for breast and lung cancer in women and a cumulative cancer incidence of less than 1 in 1000 for lung in men. As such, these cancerogenesis risk estimates are in magnitudes lower than common risk factors such as persistent smoking for the development of lung cancer (16-fold) or history of breast cancer in a first degree relative for the development of breast cancer (2-fold).[8, 9] It should be noted, that cancerogenesis incidence estimates do not equate to cancer-induced mortality data. Our data may underestimate the role of other causes of death and also do not account for the capability of CCTA to detect other clinically relevant findings such as clinically occult pulmonary embolism, malignant pulmonary nodules, or other undetected cardiopulmonary abnormalities, which may also translate into improved patient outcome. In terms of expected benefits of a screening program as the one suggested, the population size that would be submitted to such screening was previously assumed to be 18.8 million people and the annual incidence of occurrences of sudden cardiac death as 355,000, 94% of which have at least one stenosis >75%.[17] As such, we believe that CCTA screening along the lines suggested with use of 320 row detector scanning and associated improvements in padding and filtration techniques can be justifiably advocated. This is contradictory to prior statements that have identified absorbed radiation associated with CCTA as a primary concern to reject CCTA as a screening tool for coronary artery disease.[5] Recent availability of the iterative reconstruction technique could reduce the radiation dose while maintaining the image quality of CCTA.[22, 23]
Unlike for lung and female breast, higher absorbed thyroid doses and resulting stochastic risks were found to the same for the 320 row detector CT when compared with a 64 row detector CT. This discordance can be explained by differences in measurement technique. Specifically, measurements with the 320 row detector CT were performed with the MOSFET detectors on top of the phantom surface, whereas Hurwitz et al., obtained measurements within the phantom and more closely simulated the anatomic position of the thyroid gland, thus resulting in less scatter and more dose absorption of interposed tissue and hence lower absorbed dose readings of the detectors.\[^{[20]}\]

However, thyroid dose absorptions are negligibly low in both studies, and the dose that is absorbed by the thyroid gland in association with CCTA can be safely considered as clinically inconsequential as the likelihood of cancer induction is close to zero based on BEIR VII data for patients between the ages of 50-70 years.

**Limitations**

The studies that were selected for comparative purposes used either an anthropomorphic phantom or an anthropomorphic mathematical phantom to measure the absorbed dose. Thus, this provided a certain degree of methodological measurement consistency for a greater transparency in inter-study comparisons of the combined equipment and CCTA protocol effects. Yet, the body mass index of the average patient as well as a potential screening subject may be greater than that of the phantom, which may result in underestimation of the scatter radiation dose associated with CCTA. At the same time it should be noted that there are natural limitations to performing direct organ measurements \textit{in vivo} and that internal organ point measurements in cadavers (the main conceivable alternative to a phantom) also has inherent inaccuracies due to tissue density differences between an actual patient and a bloodless cadaver fixated in formalin.

In addition, the use of LAR to estimate cancerogenesis risk was based on the BEIR VII data, which has its own inherent limitations. A “subjective 95% confidence interval” is assigned to the LAR in the BEIR VII report in acknowledgment of the uncertainties associated with data extrapolated from the Japanese survivors to the U.S. population.

**CONCLUSION**

During CCTA, among radiosensitive organs at risk, LAR is highest for the lung but this risk remains relatively small compared with other more common carcinogenic risk factors such as smoking. Compared with the 64 row detector CT, technical improvements associated with the 320 row detector CT reduce radiation dose absorbed by the organs in the field of view (lung and female breast).
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